
Introducing the Ultimate Lead  
Program by ISI.
Frequently asked questions

Q:  How do I get contracted? 

A:   Once you have decided to join the ISI program, you will be sent an onboarding link to register 
with iApplication. With one source of input, all contracting documents will be submitted to all  
3 entities. (ISI, SLi, ivari)

Q:  What is iApplication? 

A:   iApplication is the ISI e-platform for contracting with ISI, Specialty Life e-app portal, Specialty 
Life quoting software and where you can access and manage your ISI appointments.

Q:  Can I have a corporate and managing advisor code? 

A:   The online onboarding system provides individual codes on an express basis. Corporate or 
Managing Broker contracts require additional information and cannot be provided on an 
express basis. Those requiring anything other than an individual contract will need to contact 
their MGA’s contracting department for assistance.

Q:  How do I get ISI appointments? 

A:   Once you have completed the onboarding process in iApplication, an ISI Broker Support 
Manager (BSM) will contact you. Your BSM will conduct an orientation of the program to help 
ensure your success. Once your orientation is complete, you will start to receive appointments. 
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Q:  How many appointments will I receive? 

A:  This is determined by performance and supply in your geographical location.

Q:  What does my BSM do? 

A:   Your BSM will be your main point of contact for ISI appointments. They are responsible for 
appointment distribution, ensuring that you are using the required tools for success  
(Financial Needs Analysis etc), monitoring your success, and providing you with your scorecard.

Q:  What is a scorecard? 

A:  This is a snapshot of your performance with the ISI appointments. It summarizes: 

   1) how many appointments you’ve received 

   2) how many sales you have made from the appointments 

   3) how many of those sales settled

   4) how much of your settled business stays on the books   

  We calculate your ‘Expected Annual Premium per Appointment’, or EAP, with this information. 
Your EAP determines how many appointments you receive from the program.

Q:  Does a Financial Needs Analysis (FNA) need to be completed? 

A:   An FNA must be completed with every ISI appointment, regardless of whether a sale is made or 
not. Not only does an FNA protect you and ISI, it also increases the chance a sale is made and 
can increase the amount purchased. 

Q:  Which FNA should I use? 

A:   We encourage you to use one that requires a client signature upon completion. ISI offers a 
simple FNA at: https://www.insurance-supermarket.ca/docs/FNA.pdf
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Q:  Where do I get ivari & SLi product information? 

A:   For both SLi and ivari product information you can contact your MGA, or your local  
ivari sales team. 

Q:  What are my technology requirements? 

A:  You are required to have all of these tools:

 •  a recent model android or iOS smartphone with a data plan 

 •  a laptop or tablet 

 •  you must be willing to use the ivari eApp and ISI iApplication 

Q:  How does ISI generate the appointments? 

A:   The ISI program does not use cold calls to generate appointments. All appointments  
are booked with people who have:

 •  provided their personal information and have requested to be contacted by an  
insurance agent.

 •  spent 3-8 minutes on the phone giving ISI information about their perceived needs,  
health, budget, occupation, etc.

 •  already decided that they are seeking insurance and have agreed over the phone to  
an appointment. 

 •  understood that their participation is voluntary, leading to clients who are more eager  
to apply for insurance through a broker.

Q:  What can I expect from ISI appointments? 

A:   There is no such thing as a typical appointment. You will need to complete 10 or more 
appointments before you have a reasonable perspective of how the program works. 
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Q:  What does our historical data show? 

A:   We know based on hundreds of thousands of appointments that approximately 7 of your  
first 10 appointments will not result in a sale. Usually, out of every 10 ISI appointments you  
can expect:

 •   2 will not show, or worse are home but won’t answer the door… it happens. However,  
we also know this number increases to 4 if you call ahead because some will cancel  
the meeting.

 •   2 will not qualify for coverage, but our new Specialty Life products can reduce this number

 •   3 will not proceed during the initial appointment, but remain as prospects. Successful 
brokers on the program who stay in contact with these prospects frequently make sales  
in this pool of appointments.

But…

 • On average, 3 will become new clients, with 1 or 2 of those making multiple purchases

The important thing to remember is to not get discouraged if the first few meetings are less 
than ideal. Our partnered advisors generate on average $200 – $400 of settled premium per 
appointment they take. This data is based on hundreds of thousands of appointments over the last  
six years. Remember, the traditional prospecting numbers are: 10 calls = 3 appointments = 1 sale.  
Each appointment you take on the ISI program lets you skip making 7 calls and puts you in front of  
a person who has already identified that they need insurance.

The Client

Both the selling advisor and ISI are recorded on the policy and are vested for commissions. Each 
party owns their portion of the revenue stream and have the exact same vesting rights as any other 
split case. 

However, we don’t believe anyone can own the customer, we all need to earn the customers’ loyalty 
at every point of contact. Just as it is today from any sale, if a client asks for someone other than 
ISI or the selling advisor to service their policy then that is both their right and choice. This has no 
impact on the vested commissions. 

While both the Advisor and ISI have a vested interest, in practical terms ISI drives the Customer 
Experience while the advisor drives the Customer Relationship.
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What does “Customer Experience” really mean?

From the beginning, the ISI customer insurance journey is markedly different from any traditional 
sales process or lead generations system. Whether it’s getting a call back within 20 seconds  
or being able to meet instantly with a professional advisor, ISI expects to deliver an amazing 
customer experience. 

Although the way a client is initially engaged and moved to purchase insurance is different, the need 
and value of the advice and service the Advisor provides during the initial sale and going forward 
remain just as important. But the ISI journey doesn’t end when the advisor meets with the client, 
rather it’s just begun.

Every ISI consumer chose to engage with our industry in a new and unique way. To simply make  
a sale and then place them back into the same traditional service model that failed to connect  
with them in the first place would be a disservice to the client and would also likely result in lost 
future opportunities. 

ISI’s post sale service model includes surveys, email and telephone campaigns that have potential  
of both improving the customer experience and also providing additional appointments.

The Customer Relationship

From the first moment an Advisor meets with a customer who was introduced through an ISI lead, 
a relationship begins to form. We not only “get it”, we believe it’s one of the core strengths of our 
unique approach. That is why the selling advisor is also the servicing advisor, including receiving 
client notifications and typically being the only one that accesses policy details from the carrier.  

ISI’s post sales service model is not intended to interfere with or take away from the advisors’ 
marketing efforts, rather it exists to enhance them. In collaboration with our partnered MGAs and 
Advisors we’ll continue to use our marketing, data and technology to meet the changing needs of 
the digital age consumer.

Our goal is to provide the ultimate insurance purchasing and ownership experience. That’s why we 
insist all our partners agree to service our mutual clients the way we do. 
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Why do I have to split future business and referrals with ISI?

Unlike other lead generation programs, ISI’s unique approach leverages ISI’s  platform to create 
additional opportunities in the future. This isn’t about simply generating a fast sale and then moving 
onto the next opportunity… it’s about marketing to Canadian consumers in a new and exciting way, 
today and into the future

The costs of this revolutionary platform is a significant ongoing investment that is only possible if 
we share in the revenue stream. ISI makes it clear that the expectation is that any insurance based 
business (any business sold under a life license) transacted as a result of that lead, now or in the 
future, is split 50/50 with ISI.  

Can I sell my block in the future?

Absolutely. You own your portion of the revenue stream. However, if the plan is to have your 
successor take over servicing your ISI clients, they’ll need to be contracted and agree to the same 
customer service model.

For more information, contact your ISI Broker Support Manager,  
your ivari Sales Team or visit isi.ca.

Specialty Life and the Specialty Life logo are trademarks of Specialty Life. Use of these trademarks in communication is the exclusive privilege of 
Specialty Life.
TM   ivari and the ivari logos are trademarks of ivari Canada ULC. ivari is licensed to use such marks.  
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